Dear Colleagues

Welcome to this special edition newsletter, where we are excited to share the announcement of the 2021 Australian Awards for University Teaching round recipients.

We would like to acknowledge the significant amount of time and effort that all nominees have put towards developing their applicants, and to the 159 assessors who generously devoted their time to make considered, tough and often difficult decisions. Without their continued commitment, dedication and passion, a celebration like this would not be possible.

Recipients of the 2021 Australian Awards for University Teaching were formally announced via video on Wednesday 23 February 2022 by Professor John Dewar AO, Chair of Universities Australia and Professor Angela Carbone, Director of the Australian Awards for University Teaching. The video announcements can be viewed on AAUT-UA website.

Congratulations to all the successful Citation, Program and Teaching Award recipients, and particular accolades to the following three recipients:

Recipient of two Teaching Excellence Awards - Society and Culture and Neville Bonner Award for Indigenous Education
Dr Ambelin Kwaymullin from The University of Western Australia

Recipient of the Australian Award for University Teacher of the Year
Associate Professor Katerina Teaiwa from The Australian National University

Recipient of Career Achievement Award
Adjunct Professor John Biggs AM from University of Tasmania

Details of the successful recipients can be viewed in this edition of the newsletter.

All nominees will receive an official email on the outcome of their application, with detailed feedback from the assessment panels sent to all ICO for distribution late March.

Once again, congratulations to all the award recipients.

Regards,

-Angela
For regular updates about the AAUT awards
Follow Angela Carbone twitter (@ProfAngeCarbone)
Professor Angela Carbone LinkedIn
AAUT Channel

Note: Awards Team is currently working from home, please email us and we’ll get back to you.

TIMELINE & KEY DATES

2021 Timeline

JAN - JUL
Preparation for Submission

AUG - SEP
Online Submission

OCT - DEC
Assessment Period

JAN 2022
Notification of Outcome

FEB 2022
UA Announcement

Feedback letter: Monday 28th March 2022
Click here for the 2021 AAUT Key dates.

AAUT RECIPIENTS LIST

Career Achievement Award

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
JOHN BIGGS AM

Award for Australian University Teacher of the Year

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
KATERINA TAEIWA

Awards for Teaching Excellence (Teaching Awards)

NATURAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES, AGRICULTURE, ENVIRONMENTAL AND RELATED STUDIES

HEALTH

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

CREATIVE ARTS

SOCIETY AND CULTURE & NEVILLE BONDY AMBASSADOR FOR INDEPENDENT EDUCATION

EARLY CAREER

 wakeup
Awards for Programs that Enhance Learning
(Program Awards)

Citations for Outstanding Contributions to Students Learning

This year, there are 78 citations awarded to 30 institutions across states.

- Australian Capital Territory (ACT)
- New South Wales
- South Australia
- Western Australia
- Queensland
- Victoria

Watch UA formal
Announcement of AAUT
On Wednesday 23 February 2022, 4pm AEDT, UA released their announcement video online on AAUT-UA webpage.

### Nominees Feedback

Letters on Monday 28 March 2022

Detailed feedback to all nominees will be sent to each Institutional Contact Officer (ICO) for distribution on Monday 28 March 2022.
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**AAUT SOCIAL MEDIA**

Follow Angela Carbone twitter (@ProfAngelaCarbone)
Follow AAUTN twitter (@aauniteachers)
Follow Professor Angela Carbone LinkedIn
Follow Universities Australia twitter (@uniaus)
AAUT Channel

---

**NEXT AAUT NEWSLETTER:**

18 MARCH 2022

Awards Team - Angeline Sim & Jing Ye

---
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